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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Many computer programs directly manipulate memory using unsafe
pointers, which may introduce memory safety bugs. In response,
past work has developed various runtime defenses, including memory safety checks, as well as mitigations like no-execute memory,
shadow stacks, and control-flow integrity (CFI), which aim to prevent attackers from obtaining program control. However, softwarebased designs often need to update in-process runtime metadata
to maximize accuracy, which is difficult to do precisely, efficiently,
and securely. Hardware-based fine-grained instruction monitoring
avoids this problem by maintaining metadata in special-purpose
hardware, but suffers from high design complexity and requires
significant microarchitectural changes.
In this paper, we present an alternative solution by adding a fast
hardware-based append-only inter-process communication (IPC)
primitive, named AppendWrite, which enables a monitored program to transmit a log of execution events to a verifier running in a
different process, relying on inter-process memory protections for
isolation. We show how AppendWrite can be implemented using
an FPGA or in hardware at very low cost. Using this primitive, we
design HerQules (HQ), a framework for automatically enforcing
integrity-based execution policies through compiler instrumentation. HerQules reduces overhead on the critical path by decoupling
program execution from policy checking via concurrency, without
affecting security. We perform a case study on control-flow integrity
against multiple benchmark suites, and demonstrate that HQ-CFI
achieves a significant improvement in correctness, effectiveness,
and performance compared to prior work.

control-flow integrity, pointer integrity, memory safety, inter-process
communication, compiler, kernel, shared memory, FPGA, microarchitecture
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1

INTRODUCTION

Many computer programs directly access memory using unsafe
pointers, which may unintentionally dereference memory that is
out-of-bounds or that has been deallocated. For example, a buffer
overflow occurs when memory outside a referenced buffer is accessed, whereas a use-after-free error occurs when deallocated memory is accessed. Attackers can leverage these memory safety bugs to
corrupt program execution, by intentionally overwriting memory
that contains function pointers or program data. In response, runtime defenses have been developed to detect these bugs or mitigate
corruption; e.g., by tracking allocation boundaries [10, 38, 60, 76],
temporal identifiers [77], tainted values [111], or control-flow pointers [8]. However, these defenses need to maintain runtime metadata
about memory, which must be protected from unintended access.
Past work has explored various approaches for partitioning program subcomponents, which can be used to isolate these metadata.
However, software-based mechanisms impose significant overhead,
reduce compatibility, or rely on hiding information. Disjoint address spaces [39, 70, 86] reconfigures the memory management unit
(MMU) to isolate physical memory, but it adds overhead by flushing the translation lookaside buffer (TLB) on each context switch.
Software fault isolation [109] (SFI) must mask all pointers to be
effective, which requires recompilation of existing shared libraries.
Information hiding has low overhead, but relies on randomization
of program code or layout, which is vulnerable to disclosure attacks [92, 95, 97].
Hardware-based fine-grained instruction monitoring [9, 28, 35,
44]) takes a different approach by modifying the processor to generate, filter, and process execution events (e.g., retired instructions,
function calls, memory accesses, etc.) in isolated hardware. Research
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Table 1: Comparison of HerQules against hardware-based
fine-grained instruction monitoring designs.

(3a) MSG: System-Call
(2b) MSG: Check(p, v)

Design
FADE [44]
FlexCore [35]
Guardian Council [9]
LBA [28]
Processor Trace [6]
HerQules

Events
HW/SW
HW/SW
HW/SW
HW/SW
HW/SW
SW

Recipient
Core
FPGA
𝜇Cores
Core
Memory
Core

Paradigm
Filter-Update
Reconfigure
Filter-Map-Reduce
Filter-Update
Filter-Update
Message Passing

HW Δ
Big
Big
Big
Big
–
Small

(2a) MSG: Create(p, v)

(1a) Enable HerQules runtime
(3b) Perform syscall

System-Call
…
Check(p, v)
Create(p, v)

(4a) Parse messages

(1b) Notify new process

proposals include adding a similarly-sized core [28, 44], an on-chip
FPGA [35], or multiple microcontroller-sized cores (𝜇Cores) [9],
as shown in Table 1. However, these designs require significant
microarchitectural changes, and generate fixed hardware-defined
events that may not always be useful, but nevertheless incur both
energy and logic costs. For example, under FADE [44], 84–99% of all
events must ultimately be discarded as irrelevant. Guardian Council [9] suffers from similar load balancing challenges, as anywhere
between 2–24 𝜇Cores are needed to reduce overhead below 5%,
depending on the security policy being enforced.
Recent commodity Intel processors include built-in support for
Processor Trace [6] (PT), which stores hardware performance monitoring events in memory, and can support software-defined events
via a PTWRITE instruction. However, although it has been used
for instruction monitoring by past security policy enforcement
designs [37, 45, 53, 71], it is not designed as a security mechanism, and thus suffers from numerous flaws. Hardware-defined
events do not provide sufficient execution context, which forces
these designs to reconstruct control-flow by disassembling program binaries, which adds complexity and overhead. Event packets
can be lost or overwritten due to, e.g., performance monitoring
interrupt skid [6], which defeats security. Tracing and decoding
of events incur tremendous overhead, measuring over 500x [71]
on the SPEC benchmarks. As a workaround, these designs must
limit which events are monitored (e.g., monitoring only 7-10 system
calls—execve, mmap, etc.), which greatly reduces effectiveness (especially since these system calls are rarely used in compute-intensive
programs like SPEC benchmarks).
In this paper, we observe that prior software-based approaches
cannot provide efficient isolation, whereas prior hardware-based approaches suffer from excess design complexity. Instead, we propose
to augment existing hardware with a simple and fast AppendWrite
inter-process communication (IPC) that adds authentication and
message integrity, which protects metadata via existing inter-process
isolation. We provide two implementations of AppendWrite: one using a self-contained FPGA-based message queue, and another that
adds append-only microarchitectural memory buffers using only
one ISA instruction, two registers per core, and some simple logic.
Using this primitive, we design HerQules (HQ), a framework for
efficiently enforcing integrity-based execution policies, which delivers log messages from a monitored program to a policy-enforcement
verifier program running in a different process. For efficiency, both
programs execute concurrently, and synchronize at the monitored
program’s system calls to prevent undesired behavior.
We describe how our system can support different execution
policies, and perform a security case study on control-flow integrity

(4b) Allow syscall

Figure 1: Overview of interactions under HerQules.

(CFI), which protects a program’s execution integrity by verifying control-flow transitions at runtime. Specifically, we develop
two new fine-grained pointer integrity designs, which are maximally precise, do not suffer from the undecidability of pointer
aliasing [41, 88], and incorporate novel compiler optimizations.
Compared to past work [30, 62, 63, 74], our designs maintain program correctness, preserve library compatibility, and add detection
of use-after-free errors on control-flow pointers, while minimizing
overhead, as shown in Table 3. We evaluate the correctness, effectiveness, and performance of our designs on the SPEC CPU2006 [55],
SPEC CPU2017 [22], RIPE [90, 110], and NGINX [98] benchmarks.
Our results demonstrate the successful execution of all benchmarks,
and the discovery of new use-after-free bugs in the SPEC benchmarks. Our fastest design prevents all but one type of exploit with
a geometric mean overhead of 14.4%, whereas our comprehensive
design prevents all exploits at the cost of increased overhead, which
improves over past work.
We summarize our contributions as follows:
• We observe that software-based program partitioning lacks efficient isolation, whereas hardware-based instruction monitoring
is overly complex, and instead propose a simple new AppendWrite IPC primitive (§2.3), which we implement in both an FPGA
and in hardware at very low cost (§3.1).
• We use AppendWrite to build HerQules, a framework for implementing efficient integrity-based execution policies, which
executes asynchronously to maximize performance (§2.2).
• We show how HerQules supports a variety of security policies, and perform an experimental case study on control-flow
integrity (§4.1), demonstrating a significant improvement in correctness, effectiveness, and performance over prior work (§5).
• We release our system as open-source at https://github.com/sec
ure-foundations/herqules.

2

HERQULES DESIGN OVERVIEW

As a toy example, to put HerQules in context, suppose that a
program wants to reliably count the number of function calls that
it has made. One approach would have the program allocate an inprocess global counter and increment it before every call instruction,
but this counter could be corrupted by program bugs. Instead, under
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our design, the compiler automatically instruments the program
to send policy-relevant messages (e.g., counter increment on each
function call) to a verifier running in a different process, using our
AppendWrite IPC primitive. This relies on existing inter-process
isolation to prevent bugs in the program from directly affecting
policy-relevant state. Even if the program is corrupted immediately
after sending a message, it cannot retract previously-sent messages.
Because the monitored program and the verifier execute concurrently, it takes some time for messages to be sent, received, and
processed, which can impact the accuracy of our execution counter,
especially in the presence of high message traffic. We can improve
the accuracy of this counter by bounding asynchrony at system
calls (§2.2), where we pause the program until the verifier has processed all in-flight messages. To determine when a paused program
should resume, the kernel and verifier communicate over a separate
privileged channel that is not accessible to the monitored program.
In this section, we discuss the design of AppendWrite and HerQules, deferring implementation to §3 and security policies to
§4. Figure 1 highlights the four main components of HerQules,
providing an overview of the interactions between the components.
At compile-time, our compiler pass automatically instruments the
program to send policy-dependent messages when policy-relevant
events occur. At run-time, the monitored program enables HerQules (1a) during startup, causing the kernel to register it with
the verifier (1b). Subsequently, the monitored program can send
messages to the verifier via AppendWrite (2a, 2b). At some point, the
monitored program sends a system-call message (3a) and performs a
system call (3b), where it is initially paused by our kernel module,
until the verifier confirms no policy checks have failed (4a, 4b).

2.1

Threat Model

HerQules enforces runtime execution policies that rely on softwarevisible execution events. Thus, we do not enforce policies based
on microarchitectural events such as in side-channel attacks. We
assume that programs begin execution in a benign state, but may
contain memory safety bugs that allow adversaries to read and write
arbitrary memory in the monitored process, subject to page table
protections. This excludes access to processor registers, and modifications of read-only program code. We trust the microarchitecture
and operating system to enforce security boundaries between user
processes, and between user and kernel address spaces, which excludes side-channel leakage. We enforce arbitrary policy-defined
invariants on program execution, but exclude confidentiality policies, because asynchronous policy enforcement, while sufficient for
integrity-based policies, could allow data leakage.

2.2

Bounded Asynchronous Validation

Because monitored programs start in a benign state, messages provide a snapshot of program state at a specific point in time. This can
effectively provide evidence of a future policy violation, if messages
are sent before events of interest (e.g., function execution), and
messages are guaranteed to be append-only. Even if that violation
subsequently results in total program compromise, append-only
messages ensure that evidence cannot be retracted.
Asynchronous messages decouple policy checking from program
execution, which improves performance by minimizing critical
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Table 2: Comparison of existing IPC primitives, grouped by
type (top: software-based, center: hardware-based, bottom:
proposed), showing message send times.

IPC Primitive
Message Queue
Named Pipe
Socket
Shared Memory
Light-Weight Contexts
AppendWrite-FPGA
AppendWrite-𝜇arch

Append
Only
✓
✓
✓
✕
✓
✓
✓

Async.
Validation
✕
✕
✕
✓
✕
✓
✓

Primary
Cost
System Call
System Call
System Call
Mem. Write
System Call
Mem. Write
Mem. Write

Time
(ns)
146
316
346
12
2010 [70]
102
<2

path latency. We rely on system call synchronization to prevent
compromised programs from affecting externally-visible side effects
(e.g., attacking the system) before a violation is detected by the
verifier. The kernel pauses system call execution until the verifier
confirms that no policy checks have failed. A naive approach would
require a round-trip between the kernel and verifier on every system
call executed by the monitored program, which would add latency.
Instead, the monitored program sends a special System-Call
message before each system call, which indicates to the verifier
that all outstanding messages have been processed, and that the
verifier can notify the kernel to resume system call execution. This
requires instrumenting shared libraries as well, but it enables the
overhead of this synchronization message to be pipelined with the
overhead of the system call itself. An attacker can forge this synchronization message, but because the forgery would be transmitted
after a message containing evidence of a policy violation, it has
no effect. Similarly, if no synchronization message arrives within a
configurable epoch, the kernel can treat it as a policy violation and
terminate the monitored program.

2.3

Instantiating The AppendWrite IPC
Primitive

AppendWrite must guarantee message authenticity and integrity,
because the monitored program may become compromised. Namely,
it must ensure that all messages were sent by the monitored program, and that no messages have been modified or erased after
being sent. Although the former can be provided by configuring
the kernel to arbitrate creation of messaging channels, the latter
requires that the IPC primitive be designed append-only. Messages
must also have low overhead, to avoid slowing down the monitored
program. As discussed below, we observe that existing softwareand hardware-based primitives do not satisfy these constraints;
hence, we design two hardware implementations of our primitive.
AppendWrite-FPGA uses a programmable FPGA accelerator (§2.3.1),
whereas AppendWrite-𝜇arch adds append-only memory buffers
to the microarchitecture (§2.3.2), which we model in software and
validate in simulation (§5.3.1).
Existing IPC mechanisms either perform poorly or lack message
integrity, as shown in Table 2, which includes the average runtime
of a micro-benchmark that repeatedly sends messages. Primitives
which require a system call (including POSIX queues, pipes, and
sockets) are too slow: they cost hundreds of nanoseconds, require a
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privilege transition that flushes hardware caches (c.f. kernel pagetable isolation [52, 69]), and execute synchronously. Traditional
optimizations, such as vectored I/O or client-side buffering, would
violate integrity by buffering unsent messages in the untrusted
sender. Fast IPC primitives, like shared memory, lack semantic
access control, allowing writers to corrupt or erase previouslywritten messages. A compromised program could do so before
newly-written messages have been read by the verifier.
Existing hardware-based primitives suffer from similar problems.
Even the fastest disjoint address space [39, 70, 86] mechanism costs
2010 ns [70] per context switch, which would be on the critical path,
and occur both to and from the verifier on each sent message. On
our benchmarks (§5.4), we estimate that this would amount to a
worst-case overhead of more than five hours. Certain peripherals
already contain hardware first-in first-out (FIFO) queues, which we
initially attempted to repurpose, but ultimately determined were
unusable. For example, network interface cards (NICs) are widely
deployed, and include per-port queues for packet receive/transmit.
However, this requires logical or physical loopback of NIC ports,
kernel bypass (§6.1) to make these resources available to user-space
programs, which entails trusting a large code-base (e.g., Data Plane
Development Kit [1]), and the presence of special hardware features,
like an IOMMU and PCI Express (PCIe) Access Control Services.
2.3.1 Accelerator. We implement one version of AppendWrite on
an FPGA accelerator, which we label AppendWrite-FPGA. It is compatible with any systems that support PCIe expansion cards, including most x86_64 machines. However, depending on the amount of
message traffic, the performance of monitored applications may be
limited by the processor interconnect and PCIe bus overhead (§5.3.1).
2.3.2 Microarchitecture. We implement another version of AppendWrite by extending the instruction set architecture (ISA), which
we label AppendWrite-𝜇arch. It modifies the microarchitecture to
natively support appendable memory regions (AMRs), which may
span multiple memory pages, and may only be written to via the AppendWrite instruction by userspace programs. Other unprivileged
writes to AMR memory pages must be rejected by the MMU. Two
privileged per-core registers are added to the processor, which identify the virtual addresses of the next and one-past-the-end message,
respectively: AppendAddr and MaxAppendAddr.
Programs on each core can use a fixed-size AppendWrite instruction to append user-defined messages to the configured AMR,
by passing a pointer to a message of, e.g., 32/64/128/256-bytes.
The processor automatically increments the AppendAddr register
and copies the message to the AMR, if doing so would not exceed
MaxAppendAddr. Otherwise, it faults to the operating system kernel, which can allocate a new buffer or reset address registers, if
the AMR has been fully read.
For simplicity, our design configures AMRs using core-local registers, which do not support cross-core writers to minimize cache
coherency overhead. Instead, each writer core must be assigned a
unique AMR, although a single reader core can iteratively receive
messages on all mapped AMRs. Although most execution policies,
including control-flow integrity (§3.3), do not need cross-core message ordering, individual messages can include the value of a global
counter (e.g. processor timestamp counter) if ordering is needed.

3

DETAILS ON HERQULES COMPONENTS

Below, we describe the implementation details of HerQules’ four
main components (Figure 1): the AppendWrite IPC primitive, compiler instrumentation, a kernel module, and a verifier process.

3.1

The AppendWrite IPC Primitive

Each message transmitted by AppendWrite is a fixed-size structure,
which contains a 4-byte operation code, two 8-byte operation arguments, and on our FPGA-based implementation, an additional
4-byte process identifier (PID). The semantics of our operation codes
and arguments are policy-dependent.
3.1.1 Accelerator. We implement AppendWrite-FPGA using a custom Accelerator Functional Unit [68, 81] (AFU) on an Intel Arria
10 [106] GX Programmable Accelerator Card (PAC), a PCIe-based
FPGA. Our logic is written in SystemVerilog/Bluespec [78], interacts
with the host via the Open Programmable Acceleration Engine [73]
(OPAE), and synthesizes using few accelerator resources: 54k (6%)
Adaptive Logic Modules and 636k (<1%) block memory bits.
Messages are decomposed into word-granularity uncached writes
to memory-mapped I/O (MMIO) registers, which are reassembled
by the AFU and written back to a circular buffer in the verifier on
the host. To avoid address translation, this circular buffer is allocated from huge memory pages, and its physical address is pinned
in memory. The AFU populates the PID field of each message using
a kernel-managed PID register, which is updated on each context
switch and ensures message authenticity. Operation-specific registers enable messages to be created using at most two MMIO writes.
A per-message counter is used to detect dropped messages, since
the AFU lacks a back-pressure mechanism. This occupies otherwiseunused space within each cacheline-aligned memory write from
the AFU to the host. The verifier checks that each message has a
consecutive counter value; otherwise, the monitored program must
be terminated due to violation of message integrity. In practice, we
select a circular buffer size of 1 GB such that this never occurs.
3.1.2 Microarchitecture. In terms of logic, die area, and power
consumption, the cost of implementing AppendWrite-𝜇arch is extremely low. Execution of AppendWrite resembles that of normal x86 store instructions, except that the store-address microoperation directly uses AppendAddr without computing an effective
address (one fewer micro-operation). A few additional gates and a
comparator are needed to verify that AppendAddr will not exceed
MaxAppendAddr, and to bypass the TLB check for writable memory
pages in the AMR. Auto-increment logic already exists for, e.g., the
REP prefix, and can be reused for the AppendAddr register. These
changes have negligible effect on die area and power consumption.

3.2

Compiler Instrumentation

We implement our instrumentation in Clang/LLVM [64] compiler
passes, which insert runtime calls to generate policy-specific messages (§4) and System-Call messages (§2.2), while iterating through
the LLVM Intermediate Representation (IR).
Programs directly perform system calls using inline assembly. If
an inline assembly call contains a syscall, sysenter, or int 0x80
instruction, we treat it as a system call, which must be preceded by a
synchronization message. Our analysis uses graph dominators [65]
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to find the earliest suitable point for sending such messages. Because each source file may be compiled individually, making interprocedural analysis difficult, we require this program point to be
(1) on a program path that executes the system call, and (2) not
succeeded by any other messages or function calls. In other words,
under non-exceptional control flow, it must dominate the system
call, be post-dominated by the system call, and not dominate any
function calls that also dominate the system call.
Indirect system calls occur through standard library functions.
As a result, we must recompile the C standard library with system
call instruction enabled. Although the GNU C standard library is
widely-deployed, it uses GCC-specific compiler extensions that are
incompatible with Clang/LLVM, so instead we substitute the musl
C standard library [42], which is compact and standards-compliant.
During this process, we also statically link our runtime messaging
library into the C standard library. Alternatively, our runtime library
can be inlined directly into monitored programs, which reduces
execution overhead at the cost of increased size. Other standard
libraries, such as language libraries for C++, typically call into the
C standard library, and thus do not need to be rebuilt.

3.3

Kernel

We implement bounded asynchronous validation using a kernel
module. To maximize compatibility, our kernel module dynamically
intercepts system calls using built-in kernel mechanisms, such as
kprobes [57] and tracepoints [36]. A hash table maintains kernel
context for each process that has enabled HerQules, including a
boolean synchronization variable and various statistics. For a given
process, this boolean variable is set by the verifier upon reception
of a system call synchronization message, and it is reset by our
kernel module upon resumption of a system call.
Our module allocates a new kernel context for child processes
upon invocation of the fork and clone system calls, but as a prototype, it does not model full POSIX program semantics, or optimize
away synchronization messages for read-only system calls. Like
most work [112] in this space, we do not account for shared memory mappings that may propagate updates to control-flow pointers
across multiple processes, which are rarely used and do not occur
in our benchmarks, but could result in false positives.

3.4

Verifier

The verifier is a user-space process which maintains a policy context
for each monitored application. It receives messages from monitored programs via AppendWrite, and is notified of process events
by our kernel module. Policy contexts are allocated, copied, and
destroyed when a monitored process enables HerQules, executes
fork or clone, and terminates, respectively. By default, monitored
programs are killed upon policy violation or unexpected verifier
termination, but this behavior is configurable.

4

EXECUTION POLICIES FOR HERQULES

Below, we provide a case study on control-flow integrity (§4.1),
which uses separate protection mechanisms for different types
of program control-flow transitions, such as forward-edge transitions (§4.1.3, §4.1.4) and backward-edge transitions (§4.1.5, §4.1.6).
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LOOP:
ret = call (*cmp)(buf[0], buf[1])
return buf[0] < buf[1]
if (ret > 0)
branch INC

buf += 1
branch LOOP

INC:
count += 1

Figure 2: Control-flow graph of a small loop that counts the
number of sorted (increasing) pairs in a buffer. Edges are
colored, with sequential execution in black, direct forward
edges in green, indirect forward edges in red, and backward
edges in blue.

We also sketch designs for memory safety (§4.2) and other policies (§4.3).

4.1

Control-Flow Integrity Policy

4.1.1 Background. Control-flow integrity [8, 23] (CFI) protects the
execution integrity of a program by verifying control-flow transitions. Typically, static analysis is used to identify how a program
should execute, then runtime checks are inserted before each transition to ensure that the actual execution corresponds. In Figure 2,
we show a small loop in the form of a control-flow graph (CFG),
which identifies control-flow transitions that may need protection.
Forward-edge transitions occur at branch and call instructions,
and are classified as direct or indirect, based on whether the destination can be statically identified. Backward-edge transitions occur
at return instructions.
Transition edges are protected by partitioning valid targets into
sets of equivalence classes, and inserting checks to verify that the
runtime target is indeed in the set. Because direct forward edges
only have one possible target, and program code is mapped readonly to prevent modification, these edges typically do not need
protection.
The effectiveness of control-flow integrity can differ based on
the precision of the underlying analysis, which is used to identify valid call targets. Imprecise coarse-grained approaches (§6.3.1)
simply partition the program based on static function attributes,
including address-taken status [2, 3, 94], arity [102], and type [30,
113, 114]. Although relatively fast and widely-deployed, these approaches are vulnerable to code-reuse attacks [18, 25, 34, 47, 48]
like return-oriented programming [27, 93] and jump-oriented programming [18]. Fine-grained approaches (§6.3.2) improve precision
by updating valid call targets at runtime using execution context,
e.g., by tracking call paths [37, 45, 53, 71, 79, 107], pointer values [62, 63, 74] (pointer integrity), or object origin [58]. These designs maintain runtime metadata to track program state, which
must be guarded against memory corruption.
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4.1.2 Our Design. We enforce control-flow integrity using a finegrained pointer integrity (§6.3.3) policy, which protects the values
of control-flow pointers by checking against a copy stored in the
verifier via AppendWrite. Unlike other fine-grained approaches,
pointer integrity is maximally precise and does not suffer from the
pointer aliasing undecidability [88] problem used to defeat [41]
past designs. Our approach, named HQ-CFI, differs from past work
on pointer integrity, which relocate [62, 63] pointers or verify cryptographic hashes [74] within the instrumented process itself. We
are also able to detect use-after-free bugs on control-flow pointers
by tracking their lifetime and invalidating them upon destruction,
which is not supported by prior control-flow integrity designs.
Table 3 compares our two designs against existing coarse-grained
(§6.3.1) and fine-grained (§6.3.2) control-flow integrity designs. Typically, coarse-grained designs are faster but fail to prevent certain attacks, whereas fine-grained designs are more precise but
impose greater overhead. As examples, for the former, we select
modern Clang/LLVM CFI [30], which is included in Clang/LLVM
and widely-deployed. For the latter, we select CryptographicallyEnforced CFI [74] (CCFI) and Code-Pointer Integrity [62, 63] (CPI),
which are state-of-the-art pointer integrity designs.
4.1.3 Design: Forward-Edge Transitions. Although programs contain many control-flow pointers, some are read-only and do not need
protection. For example, on Linux, ELF binaries can contain lazy
relocations for imported functions from shared libraries, but we
compile programs with read-only relocations and eager binding
to prevent runtime changes. Similarly, read-only global variables
are stored in a read-only program data section. We protect the
following forward-edge control-flow pointers, if writable:
(1) Function pointers: Direct pointers to executable code. This includes the internal pointer stored in jmp_buf for non-local gotos
via longjmp and setjmp.
(2) Virtual method table pointers: Indirect pointers in C++ objects
that refer to a global per-class virtual method table (vtable).
Although vtables contain function pointers, they are stored in
read-only memory.
(3) Virtual-method-table table pointers: Indirect pointers in certain
C++ objects that use multiple inheritance. They refer to a global
per-class vtable table that stores relative offsets of individual
vtables.
Our design sends messages when certain operations occur on
control-flow pointers. For example, certain library functions may
manipulate contiguous chunks (blocks) of memory, but because it
is difficult to statically determine whether control-flow pointers
are present, we notify the verifier of these events at runtime. We
describe the semantics for our messages below, and defer implementation to §4.1.4.
• Pointer-Define(p,v): Initialize a pointer at address p with value
v.
• Pointer-Check(p,v): Validate that the pointer at address p with
current value v matches its previous definition. If not, this pointer
is corrupt or a use-after-free.
• Pointer-Invalidate(p): Remove the pointer at address p.
• Pointer-Block-Copy(src,dst,sz): Copy all pointers from address range[src, src + sz) to [dst, dst + sz). These ranges may

intersect, and pre-existing pointers in the destination will be
invalidated. This matches the behavior of memcpy and memmove.
• Pointer-Block-Move(src,dst,sz): Move all pointers from address range [src, src + sz) to [dst, dst + sz). These ranges must
not intersect, and all pre-existing pointers in the destination will
be invalidated. This is an optimization for realloc.
• Pointer-Block-Invalidate(p,sz): Invalidate all pointers in the
address range [p, p + sz). This matches the behavior of free.
4.1.4 Implementation: Forward-Edge Transitions. Our compiler instrumentation uses the following three components to generate runtime calls for sending control-flow pointer messages. We also enable
additional devirtualization optimizations for C++, which attempt to
convert indirect calls into direct calls that do not need protection.
While implementing our instrumentation, we improved various
built-in optimizations, fixed miscompilation bugs, and added new
extension points for dynamically-loaded passes, which we have
submitted for review into LLVM.
(1) Language-Specific Annotations (Clang built-in): Insert CFI check
annotations before calling function pointers or object methods.
(2) Initial Lowering (LLVM): Before program optimization, insert
CFI define and invalidate annotations, and convert all CFI annotations into runtime messaging calls.
(3) Final Lowering (LLVM/gold [100]): After program optimization,
insert instrumentation on block memory operations, optimize
messaging calls, and optionally inline our messaging runtime.
Initial Lowering: We examine each operation in the LLVM
IR (e.g., load, store, call, etc), and insert runtime messaging as
needed. We perform special detection of function pointers to avoid
false negatives, as type casting allows arbitrary type conversion,
and LLVM permits pointers to struct fields and unions to decay
into generic pointers. Specifically, we treat any pointer as a function
pointer if (1) it is ever defined from a value of function pointer type,
including via pointer casts and 𝜙-nodes [11, 89], or (2) other uses
of its original value are ever cast to function pointer type.
Final Lowering: We perform store-to-load forwarding and message elision optimizations using our escape analysis, which is more
precise than the built-in fast-but-conservative alias analysis. Then,
we insert messaging on block memory operations. By default, we
perform strict subtype checking on composite types passed into
block operations using our function pointer detection scheme,
which eliminates messaging on block operations that statically
do not contain control-flow pointers. However, we observe that
this strict checking fails on four benchmarks, which pass decayed
function pointers inter-procedurally. We include a built-in allowlist
that always instruments block operations in certain functions; alternatively, we could conservatively disable such subtype checking
globally at the cost of increased message traffic.
We also insert an initializer function to inform the verifier of
global control-flow pointers immediately after program startup.
These variables are directly loaded into memory via a data section,
and may be relocated by the dynamic loader during program startup.
This feature is used by programs that are built position-independent
or with runtime layout randomization (§6.4) enabled, which shift
function addresses and the value of corresponding function pointers
by a runtime offset.
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Table 3: Comparison of control-flow integrity designs, grouped by precision (top: low, center/bottom: high). More • is better.
Design
Clang/LLVM CFI [30]
CCFI [74]
CPI [62]
CPI [63]
HQ-CFI-SfeStk
HQ-CFI-RetPtr

Mechanism
Language-level Types
Cryptographic MACs
Information Hiding
Software Fault Isolation
AppendWrite
AppendWrite

Precision
•
•••
••
••
••
•••

C++ Devirtualization: We enable three C++-specific optimization passes, which analyze the type of C++ objects to eliminate
vtable loads, infer callees for virtual calls, and eliminate unused virtual functions: Virtual Pointer Invariance [82, 83], Whole Program
Devirtualization [31], and Dead Virtual Function Elimination [96].
They reduce the frequency of indirect calls and associated checks.
Store-to-Load Forwarding: A field-sensitive optimization that
forwards stored control-flow pointer values to dominated loads,
both intra- and inter-procedurally, which reduces checks. To ensure
soundness, we exclude accesses to thread-local storage, in functions
that may return twice, that are atomic or volatile, or to pointers
that may escape. We model inter-procedural loads by localizing
them to the local call site on the unique call path to the remote
function. Instead of passing values through intermediate callees,
we create a single canonical remote checked load, and forward it to
subsequent remote uses. To ensure correctness, we avoid mutuallyrecursive functions using a runtime guard, as indirect calls make
static analysis difficult. While an optimized function is executing,
a global boolean guard variable is set, and if it remains set upon
a subsequent call, then the program is terminated and must be
recompiled with this optimization disabled. In practice, no guards
fail across all of our benchmarks (§5).
Message Elision: A field- and path-sensitive optimization that
eliminates superfluous messages. This includes checks on devirtualized calls, duplicate invalidates after inlining of C++ destructors,
as well as other cases that utilize graph dominators and our escape analysis. For example, if a given control-flow pointer is never
checked, then it does not need to be defined or invalidated. Similarly,
if multiple define messages are emitted, but intermediate values are
never checked, then intermediate defines can be removed.
4.1.5 Design: Backward-Edge Transitions. We protect return pointers using two different approaches. One variant, HQ-CFI-RetPtr,
sends messages as shown below, whereas our other variant, HQCFI-SfeStk, instead places return pointers in a safe stack (§6.3.4)
that is protected by information hiding. Although faster, the safe
stack is vulnerable to disclosure attacks, whereas the messaging
approach is slower but invulnerable.
• Pointer-Define(p,v): See above.
• Pointer-Check-Invalidate(p,v): Performs PointerCheck(p,v), then if successful, Pointer-Invalidate(p,v).
4.1.6 Implementation: Backward-Edge Transitions. Our compiler
instrumentation checks for functions that may write to memory,
are known to return, contain stack allocations, and are not always
tail called. When found, we insert a runtime call to define the return

Use-After-Free
✕
✕
✕
✕
✓
✓

Compatibility
••
•
•
•
•••
•••

Performance
• • ••
•
• • ••
•••
•••
••

address pointer in the function prologue, and we insert a runtime
call to check-invalidate the pointer in the function epilogue.

4.2

Memory-Safety Policy

Memory safety ensures that all memory accesses occur within the
spatial boundaries of the target allocation (e.g., not a buffer overflow), and that the allocation itself is temporally valid (e.g., not a
use-after-free). This eliminates the need for mitigations, such as
control-flow integrity and shadow stacks, because memory corruption cannot occur. Below, we sketch an execution policy that
enforces memory safety by checking creation, access, and destruction of memory allocations.
• Allocation-Create(a,sz): Create an allocation at [a, a + sz),
which cannot overlap with existing allocation(s). This matches
the behavior of malloc, stack allocation, and read-only/global
variables.
• Allocation-Check(a): Check that address a is within a valid
allocation. If not, this access is out-of-bounds or use-after-free.
This matches the behavior of a pointer dereference.
• Allocation-Check-Base(a1,a2): Check that addresses a1 and
a2 are within the same valid allocation. If not, this access is
out-of-bounds or use-after-free.
• Allocation-Extend(src,dst,sz): Extend the allocation at src to
[dst, dst + sz), which cannot overlap with existing allocation(s).
This matches the behavior of realloc.
• Allocation-Destroy(a): Destroy an allocation at a. If not present,
this destruction is invalid or double. This matches the behavior
of free.
• Allocation-Destroy-All(a,sz): Destroy all allocations within
[a, a + sz). If none are present, this destruction is invalid or
double. This matches the behavior of stack deallocation.

4.3

Other Policies

More generally, HerQules can enforce other execution policies for
security, performance, or reliability. Examples include data-flow
integrity [26], memory tagging, taint tracking, race detection, event
counting, software watchdog, and redundant fault detection. These
may need message ordering between concurrent writers, e.g., by
including the value of the processor timestamp counter in each
message, or bidirectional communication between two processor
cores, e.g., by allocating one buffer for each core, and configuring
each core to transmit append-only messages to the other buffer.
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Table 4: Correctness of various CFI designs.
Design
Baseline
Baseline-CCFI
Baseline-CPI
Clang/LLVM CFI
CCFI
CPI
HQ-CFI

5

Errors
0
2
2
0
12
14
0

False Positives
0
0
0
15
29
0
0

Invalid
0
2
2
0
9
14
0

Table 5: Successful RIPE exploits under various CFI designs,
grouped by overflow origin.
OK
48
46
46
33
19
34
48

EVALUATION

We evaluate CFI designs on the RIPE [90, 110] benchmark for effectiveness (§5.2), and on the SPEC CPU2006 [55], SPEC CPU2017 [22],
and NGINX web server [98] benchmarks for both correctness (§5.1)
and performance (§5.3). All benchmarks were configured to use
the musl C runtime library, and we patched SPEC to fix various
memory safety (§5.2) and compatibility bugs. To identify the IPC
primitive used by HQ-CFI, we apply the postfix -MQ for POSIX
message queues (§2.3), -FPGA for the accelerator (§3.1.1), -Sim
for the hardware simulator (§5.3.1), and -Model for the hardware
model (§5.3.1).
We compare HQ-CFI against past designs from Table 3, which
represent different design trade-offs. Since CCFI and CPI are based
on Clang/LLVM 3.4.2 and 3.3.1, whereas HQ-CFI and Clang/LLVM
CFI are based on 10.0.1, each design is normalized against a versionspecific baseline that excludes unavailable optimizations (§4.1.4).
For CPI, we disable runtime bounds checking, as we focus on pointer
integrity, not spatial memory safety. Due to the prevalence of false
positives amongst past designs (§5.1), we continue execution after
a policy violation, except when evaluating effectiveness.
During this process, we fixed multiple correctness bugs in CCFI
and CPI that crashed the compiler during compilation, as well
as other bugs that defeated CPI’s protections. These include an
incorrect pointer mask that did not guard accesses to the safe store,
a failure to redirect function pointers to the safe store, and missing
updates to the safe store after realloc and free. The authors of CPI
confirmed [61] that their code was a proof-of-concept prototype,
and not fully robust.

5.1

Correctness

To quantify correctness, we executed all performance benchmarks
under each CFI design, and checked that each benchmark produced
the intended output. We summarize our results in Table 4, distinguishing between errors (crashes or hangs), false positives (no actual CFI violation), invalid results (incorrect output), and successful
runs. Note that some categories are not mutually exclusive.
Both CCFI and Clang/LLVM CFI enforce pointer type matching but fail to account for type conversion from casting or decay,
producing false positives on 60% and 31% of all benchmarks, respectively. For example, the povray benchmark defines a function
pointer of type void *(void *), but subsequently calls it with type
void *(pov::Object_Struct *), causing both CFI designs to report a violation. Although matching can be relaxed using compiler
flags or a custom allowlist, these involve manual debugging.

Design
Baseline
Clang/LLVM CFI
CCFI
CPI
HQ-CFI-SfeStk
HQ-CFI-RetPtr

BSS
214
60
0
10
10
0

Data
234
60
0
10
10
0

Heap
234
60
0
10
10
0

Stack
272
10
0
10
0
0

Total
954
190
0
40
30
0

Both CCFI and CPI cause many benchmarks to execute incorrectly, either due to design flaws or bugs introduced by compiler
instrumentation, which affect 25% and 29% of all benchmarks, respectively. We note that 4% of all benchmarks also fail on both
respective baselines, suggesting the presence of shared bug(s) in
older versions of Clang/LLVM.
CCFI reserves eleven XMM registers to store a private cryptographic key, which breaks platform calling conventions [4] and is
incompatible with existing shared libraries. As a workaround, we
compile a special C runtime library that avoids registers reserved
by CCFI. But, we observe reduced numerical precision and incorrect benchmark output, likely due to usage of x87 floating-point
registers from increased register pressure.
CPI fails to redirect all loads and stores of each control-flow
pointer to the safe store, causing infinite loops and crashing upon
execution of NULL pointers. It also consumes significant memory–
the safe store is allocated 4 TB of huge-page-backed virtual memory,
and was originally evaluated with 512 GB physical memory. To
avoid memory-related crashes, we eventually preallocated 16 GB
physical memory for huge pages.

5.2

Effectiveness

We demonstrate effectiveness of each CFI design using the RIPE [110]
test suite, which contains hundreds of buffer overflow exploits.
Because all programs were compiled as 64-bit binaries, we use
RIPE64 [90], a port that also adds 100 exploits. For all experiments,
we disable program layout randomization, and under HerQules,
we also disable enforcement of system call synchronization for
execve, because RIPE verifies exploits directly using system calls
in binary shellcode.
Table 5 shows that no exploits succeeded under CCFI and HQCFI-RetPtr, whereas the safe stack is vulnerable to certain exploits, as RIPE emulates disclosure attacks by using a compiler
built-in to directly retrieve return pointer addresses. This affects
HQ-CFI-SfeStk, Clang/LLVM CFI, and CPI, which use a safe stack;
however, the Clang/LLVM implementation adds additional guard
pages between the safe and unsafe stacks, which prevents 10 linear
overwrite attacks. In addition, Clang/LLVM CFI is vulnerable to
160 return-to-libc code-reuse attacks due to lower design precision.
Initially, we were surprised to discover policy violations for the
CPU2006 and CPU2017 benchmarks under HQ-CFI. It turns out that
two omnetpp benchmarks suffer from use-after-free bugs caused
by a subtle static initialization order problem, because initialization
and destruction of static objects across compilation units occurs
in undefined order. We note that this bug type has persisted despite
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Relative Performance of IPC Primitives: Software vs. Hardware
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HQ-CFI-SfeStk-MQ

HQ-CFI-SfeStk-FPGA

HQ-CFI-SfeStk-Model

Figure 3: Relative performance of HQ-CFI using various IPC primitives, sorted on HQ-CFI-SfeStk-Model (left to right) for
SPEC. Suffix ‘+’ denotes C++.
Relative Performance of AppendWrite-uArch: Model vs. Simulator
100%

80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

HQ-CFI-SfeStk-Model-Train

HQ-CFI-SfeStk-Sim-Train

Figure 4: Relative performance of HQ-CFI using AppendWrite-𝜇arch on the train input for SPEC. Suffix ‘+’ denotes C++.
over 11 years of continuous development, as both benchmarks
correspond to different versions of the OMNeT++ simulator [108].
We have reported these bugs in CPU2017 to SPEC, but no changes
are planned, and CPU2006 has been retired.

5.3

Performance

On SPEC CPU2006 and CPU2017, we measure execution time of
the ref input dataset, unless noted otherwise. On the NGINX web
server, we measure request throughput using wrk [46] for 60 s. We
report relative performance by computing the arithmetic mean of
3 runs, and show standard deviations using error bars.
5.3.1 IPC Primitives. Using HQ-CFI, we quantify the overhead of
each IPC primitive across our performance benchmarks.
Software vs. Hardware: In Figure 3, we compare hardwarebased AppendWrite against the fastest suitable software primitive
from Table 2 – POSIX message queues (HQ-CFI-SfeStk-MQ). We
observe that software-based IPC suffers from significant system call
overhead, resulting in a geometric mean performance of only 39%.
In comparison, AppendWrite-FPGA (HQ-CFI-SfeStk-FPGA) and
our software-only model of AppendWrite-𝜇arch (HQ-CFI-SfeStkModel, described below) are much faster.
We observe that HQ-CFI-SfeStk-FPGA has a geometric mean
performance of 62%, due to processor stalls caused by uncached
stores and PCIe bus overhead. Writes to MMIO registers must be
written out immediately from cachelines using partial writes of up

to 8 bytes, which traverse the uncore to become transaction layer
packets (TLPs) on the PCIe bus. These occupy store buffer entries
until retirement and increase memory pipeline pressure by taking
longer compared to cacheable writes. PCIe relies on pipelining of
TLP requests with out-of-order responses to maximize bandwidth,
but we must transmit each message immediately as a posted TLP
write request with inline payload, adding bus overhead. Buffering
smaller writes into 64-byte PCIe burst transactions via hardware
write-combining is not currently supported by the Intel PAC.
Although HQ-CFI-SfeStk-Model should not actually be deployed because it lacks hardware enforcement of append-only messages, it does provide a lower-bound estimate of actual performance,
and achieves a geometric mean of 87%. On each AppendWrite, it
fetches, checks, and increments an AppendAddr variable in shared
memory, and waits for the verifier if the message buffer is full. Because these operations are performed by software, it has higher
overhead than an actual hardware implementation of AppendWrite𝜇arch.
Model vs. Simulator: In Figure 4, we compare the performance
of two AppendWrite-𝜇arch implementations: our software-only
model (HQ-CFI-SfeStk-Model-Train) and a simulation of our actual design (HQ-CFI-SfeStk-Sim-Train). Unlike our other experiments, we use the smaller train SPEC dataset to allow the simulator to complete execution within a reasonable amount of time,
and measure total simulated processor cycles across one run. We
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execute our experiments under ZSim [91], a microarchitectural
simulator with an out-of-order core model that is configured to
resemble our actual processor. All benchmarks run to completion
(maximum 760 × 109 instructions), but we omit NGINX because it
is I/O-focused and dominated by system calls.
Our numbers show geometric mean performances of 78% and
86%, respectively, for HQ-CFI-SfeStk-Model-Train and HQ-CFISfeStk-Sim-Train. Actual performance of microarchitecture-based
AppendWrite will be between these measurements, as HQ-CFISfeStk-Model incurs shared memory overhead and waits for the
verifier if the buffer is full, whereas HQ-CFI-SfeStk-Sim measures
userspace cycles and excludes time spent in system calls.
On HQ-CFI-SfeStk-Model, we observe a -9% change in performance between the ref and train SPEC inputs. Because ref is much
longer and executes a different workload, the overhead of each
AppendWrite instruction has less impact on benchmark execution.
5.3.2 CFI Designs. In Figure 5, we compare the performance of HQCFI-SfeStk-Model and HQ-CFI-RetPtr-Model against related
work. We omit measurements for benchmarks that encounter errors
or produce invalid output, but not if only false positives are emitted.
On SPEC, we measure geometric means of 88%, 55%, 94%, 49%,
and 96%, respectively, for HQ-CFI-SfeStk-Model, HQ-CFI-RetPtrModel, Clang/LLVM CFI, CCFI, and CPI. However, the performance
of CPI and CCFI is likely skewed upwards, because we exhibit slowdowns on similar benchmarks, but of our 14 slowest benchmarks,
CPI and CCFI crash on 5 and 9 benchmarks, respectively, and were
thus excluded from the geometric means for those designs. On NGINX, we observe similar trends, measuring 79%, 62%, 97%, 78%, and
96%, respectively. Overall, on our fastest design, HQ-CFI-SfeStkModel, we measure a geometric mean of 87.4% performance, or
14.4% overhead, across both SPEC and NGINX.
In general, these results match our expectations, as Clang/LLVM
CFI trades precision for performance, CCFI uses expensive cryptography, and CPI relocates control-flow pointers to the safe store,
which imposes little overhead. Nevertheless, individual benchmarks
can differ; for example, HQ-CFI-SfeStk-Model beats Clang/LLVM
CFI by +36% on mcf_s, and CPI by +7% on sphinx3, which we
credit to our optimizations. HQ-CFI-RetPtr-Model is typically
slower, with a difference of up to -72% on gcc_s, although other
benchmarks do remain unchanged or even increase slightly, such
as namd and lbm_s. Frequent execution of recursive functions, or
functions with significant stack-allocated pointers, can cause this
performance discrepancy. Other benchmarks perform well under
all designs, because they lack significant indirect control-flow.

Table 6: Size of HerQules, in approximate lines of code.
FPGA
1250

Compiler
3350

IPC Interfaces
900

Runtime
350

Verifier
750

As a research prototype, HQ-CFI is not fully optimized. Potential
future improvements include modifying the kernel directly to eliminate dynamic interception overhead (§3.3), eliding synchronization
for read-only system calls, and eliminating messages on block-level
memory operations that do not contain control-flow pointers.

5.4

Other Metrics

Our control-flow integrity case study shows that HerQules achieves
scalable policy enforcement. We observe that across our SPEC and
NGINX benchmarks on a per-benchmark basis, AppendWrite is
used to transmit a median of 1.4 × 103 messages per second and
a geometric mean of 14 messages per second. The maximum is
53 × 103 messages per second by the h264ref benchmark, which
achieves 77% relative performance under HQ-CFI-SfeStk-Model.
For total messages, we measure a maximum of 4.76 × 109 messages
by the xalancbmk benchmark.
In terms of memory overhead, on a per-benchmark basis, the
verifier maintains a maximum of ∼3 × 106 entries, with a median of
285 entries and an arithmetic mean of 221 × 103 entries. Each entry
is a 16-byte pointer-value pair. This includes 14 benchmarks with
zero entries, which lack control-flow pointers needing protection.
In Table 6, we show a breakdown of each HerQules component
in terms of lines of code. We exclude autogenerated Verilog for our
FPGA and existing software-based primitives for our IPC interfaces.
Most components are fairly small, with the bulk of our compiler
implementation consisting of optimizations.

6 RELATED WORK
6.1 Interprocessor Communication
Many architectures include messaging primitives, which suffer
from various drawbacks. On x86, interprocessor interrupts are slow,
privileged, and have limited usage [19]. Intel has proposed enqueue
stores [7], which can only send a command and authenticated identifier to memory-mapped devices. Embedded ARM devices like the
Raspberry Pi typically provide a mailbox peripheral [72], which
connects processors (e.g., CPU-GPU) and not individual cores.

6.2
5.3.3 Discussion. Table 3 provides a qualitative overview of various considerations for deploying control-flow integrity, and the
trade-offs made by each design. It shows that if the precision of
pointer integrity with safe stack is acceptable, HQ-CFI-SfeStkModel offers better correctness, similar performance, and includes
use-after-free detection, when compared to CPI. Alternatively, for
fully-precise pointer integrity, HQ-CFI-RetPtr-Model offers better
correctness, significantly faster performance, and includes use-afterfree detection, when compared to CCFI. Otherwise, if performance
is critical, Clang/LLVM CFI is fastest and maintains program correctness, but may emit false positives from unreliable type matching.

Kernel
1100

Hardware Extensions

Bespoke hardware extensions run the risk of design complexity
and over-specialization. Over the past decade, ARM and Intel have
implemented hardware bounds checking [20, 59] (MPX), memory isolation [6, 85] (MPK/PKU), coarse-grained control-flow integrity [2, 51, 94] (BTI, CET), pointer authentication [21] (PA), and
tagged memory [51] (MTE). However, their practical effectiveness
and usability are questionable. MPX was removed [54] after shortcomings were identified [80]. BTI and CET implement a weak form
of CFI that has been defeated (§6.3.1). MPK/PKU suffers from compatibility and scalability issues that has motivated development of
software workarounds [85].
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Figure 5: Relative performance of various CFI designs, sorted on HQ-CFI-SfeStk-Model (left to right). Suffix ‘+’ denotes C++.
Few have seen broad uptake, with the exception of ARM’s pointer
authentication, which has been used for pointer integrity [66, 67,
75]. However, Apple’s design [75] is a cryptographic approach that
has lower precision than CCFI and cannot detect use-after-free,
due to the difficulty of hash revocation. To maximize compatibility,
it omits the address of control-flow pointers from hash computations, which allows replay attacks. As a workaround, it supports
a separate discriminator nonce, however, it uses a constant zero
discriminator for function pointers and C++ virtual table pointers.
It is also not externally accessible for development or testing, and
has been shown vulnerable [12, 13] to multiple flaws.

6.3

Control-Flow Integrity

6.3.1 Coarse-Grained CFI. Many existing CFI designs are coarsegrained, which approximate control flow using a limited number
of equivalence classes. As a result, they have low overhead and are
widely-deployed, but are vulnerable to code-reuse attacks. Some use
just one class for all address-taken functions, including Microsoft’s
CFG [3] (MSCFG) and Intel CET’s Indirect Branch Tracking [2, 94].
MSCFG has been included since Windows 8.1 [99], though it had
a design flaw [17], and is to be replaced [87] with CET in future
Windows 10 releases. ARM’s BTI supports three [51] equivalence
classes based on assembly instruction type. Others create classes
based on callee arity [102] or type [113, 114], including modern
Clang/LLVM CFI [30]. Google Chrome and certain Android devices [5, 103, 104] are built with modern Clang/LLVM CFI enabled,
but it has a high false-positive rate (§5.3.2).
6.3.2 Fine-Grained CFI. Fine-grained designs improve precision by
incorporating runtime context. However, path-sensitive approaches
suffer from exponential explosion; they must use hardware-accelerated
recording (e.g. Intel LBR [107] or PT [37, 45, 53, 71]), merge call
paths [79, 107], and/or limit checks to certain system calls [37, 45, 53,
71, 107]. Alternative approaches include pointer integrity (§6.3.3)
and object origin [58].
6.3.3 Pointer Integrity. Pointer integrity protects the values of
control-flow pointers, rather than partitioning program callers and
callees based on expected control-flow.
Code Pointer Integrity [62] (CPI) relocates backward-edge controlflow pointers to a safe stack (§6.3.4), and forward-edge ones to a
safe pointer store. It also checks boundaries of relocated pointers

to prevent buffer overflows from corrupting the safe store. Initially, it used information hiding to protect relocated pointers, but
the safe store was defeated [40, 49] by disclosure attacks, and replaced [63] with software fault isolation, at the cost of increased
overhead. Their final design has moderate overhead but breaks
many programs (§5), does not implement use-after-free detection,
and requires recompilation of existing libraries.
Cryptographically Enforced CFI [74] (CCFI) stores an adjacent
message authentication code (MAC) hash for each control-flow
pointer, and checks the hash on every load of the pointer. The MAC
performs a single round of the Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES) block cipher, using hardware-accelerated instructions for
performance. To prevent forgery and replay attacks, the private key
is stored in eleven reserved XMM registers, and a random offset
is injected into each stack frame as a nonce. Their approach has
tremendous overhead (§5), uses a non-standard AES construction1 ,
breaks platform calling conventions, does not support use-after-free
detection, and emits numerous false positives.
6.3.4 Return Pointers. Some architectures, like x86, store return
pointers on the stack, which allows for corruption. Coarse-grained
CFI approaches (§6.3.1) may match call-return pairs, but are vulnerable to code-reuse attacks. Instead, shadow stacks [24, 33, 43, 94]
place return pointers on a separate stack, ideally protected by hardware with special otherwise-inaccessible pages. Software-based
approaches instead use information hiding, but Microsoft’s Return Flow Guard [16] was discontinued due to information disclosure attacks. Code Pointer Integrity [62] proposed a software
safe stack [63] instead, which stores all objects that statically may
overflow. It defeats some attacks [32], and has been adopted by
Clang/LLVM CFI [30], which added guard pages to detect contiguous overflows. Nevertheless, it is still vulnerable [49] to disclosure
attacks (§6.4), and was thus disabled [105] for Google Chrome.

6.4

Information Hiding

Randomizing programs to hide information provides probabilistic
security. Runtime randomization of program content [29, 84] or
layout [14, 15, 56, 101] helps deter exploits and relocate sensitive
data. But, side-channel or other disclosure attacks [50, 92, 95, 97]
can defeat hiding.
1 The

official AES-128 block cipher requires 10 rounds.
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CONCLUSION

We develop HerQules as a framework for efficiently enforcing
integrity-based execution policies. By adding a simple AppendWrite
IPC primitive to an FPGA-based accelerator or the microarchitecture, we are able to maintain an append-only message log of program events. We use bounded asynchronous validation to perform
policy checking asynchronously with program execution, while preventing compromised programs from affecting externally-visible
side effects. Our control-flow integrity case study demonstrates
that our approach is more correct, effective, and performant than
other designs, and adds detection of use-after-free bugs on controlflow pointers. In addition, HerQules supports concurrent message
ordering and bidirectional communication, as well as other policies
like memory safety, data-flow integrity, memory tagging, etc.
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A ARTIFACT APPENDIX
A.1 Abstract
The instructions below will execute experiments for HQ-CFI-SfeStkModel, HQ-CFI-RetPtr-Model, and their baseline, as well as HQCFI-SfeStk-Sim and its baseline, on the RIPE64, SPEC CPU2006,
SPEC CPU2017, and NGINX benchmarks. This will reproduce the
performance of HQ-CFI-SfeStk-Sim in Figure 4, the performance
of HQ-CFI-SfeStk-Model in Figure 5, and the RIPE results for
HQ-CFI-SfeStk-Model and HQ-CFI-RetPtr-Model in Table 5.

A.2

Artifact Check-List

• Program: SPEC CPU2006 v1.2, SPEC CPU2017 v1.0.5, NGINX v1.17.10,
and RIPE64.
• Compilation: Build benchmarks using the pre-built modified Clang/LLVM
10.0.1 compiler and gold 1.16 linker.
• Transformations: Program instrumentation implemented using included LLVM transformation passes.
• Binary: Yes, pre-built Clang 10.0.1 for Ubuntu 20.04/18.04, pre-built musl
1.2.1, and pre-built benchmark binaries.
• Run-time environment: Ubuntu 20.04 with kernel 5.4.53, and Ubuntu
18.04 with kernel 4.15.70. Root is needed to load kernel module and run
verifier.

• Hardware: For optional FPGA experiments, an Intel Programmable
Acceleration Card, using OPAE 1.4.0 and Intel Acceleration Stack for
Development 1.2.0 with Update 1.
• Execution: 350 mins for one run of CPU2006 + CPU2017 under HQCFI-SfeStk-Model, and 309 mins for one run of CPU2006 + CPU2017
using its baseline. 1 min for each run of NGINX.
• Metrics: Relative performance (execution time for SPEC, throughput
for NGINX).
• Output: CSV file contains runtimes for each SPEC run, and throughput
for each NGINX run.
• Experiments: See below instructions and README.md.
• How much disk space required (approximately)?: One build of
CPU2006 + CPU2017: 7.2G.
• How much time is needed to prepare workflow?: If not using included VMs, per compile of CPU2006 + CPU2017: 45 mins. Per compile
of NGINX: < 2 mins.
• How much time is needed to complete experiments?: See execution
above.
• Publicly available?: Yes.
• Code licenses (if publicly available)?: See SPEC open-source licenses.
NGINX is open-source. HQ-CFI is Apache.
• Archived (provide DOI)?: 10.5281/zenodo.4501773.

A.3

Description

A.3.1 How to Access. We provide virtual machines (VMs) that include our compiler toolchain, runtime libraries, and experiments.
Both VMs have a username/password of user. The model-vm contains pre-built binaries for HQ-CFI-SfeStk-Model and its baseline,
whereas the sim-vm contains pre-built binaries for HQ-CFI-SfeStkSim and its baseline.
A.3.2 Hardware Dependencies. Similar or equivalent: at least 16 GB
DDR4 memory, a Samsung 860 Pro solid-state drive, and an Intel
i9-9900k CPU at 5GHz.
A.3.3 Software Dependencies. For non-simulator benchmarks, use
Ubuntu 20.04. For simulator benchmarks, use Ubuntu 18.04 due to
a kernel incompatibility. Disable simultaneous multithreading, and
configure huge pages at boot-time, if not using our VMs.
A.3.4

Data Sets. See above for SPEC CPU2006/2017.

A.4

Experiment Workflow

A.4.1 Non-Simulator Experiments (model-vm). Move into the he
rqules/build directory. As root, insert the kernel module kernel
/hq.ko and run the verifier verifier/verifier. Run the below
experiments. After experiments are complete, exit the verifier and
unload the kernel module.
Our pre-built experiments are stored in the following locations:
• RIPE: /home/user/herqules/tests/ripe
• HQ-CFI-SfeStk-Model SPEC: /home/user/herqules/tests/
llvm-test-suite/build_hq
• HQ-CFI-SfeStk-Model NGINX: /home/user/herqules/test
s/nginx
• Baseline SPEC: /home/user/herqules/tests/llvm-testsuite/build_none
• Baseline NGINX: /home/user/herqules/tests/nginx_none
(1) RIPE: Disable ASLR with echo 0 | sudo tee /proc/sys/ke
rnel/randomize_va_space, then execute ./ripe_test.py
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both 3 both. Results for HQ-CFI are printed as ‘Clang‘, whereas
baseline results are printed as ’GCC’.
(2) SPEC: Execute lit External/SPEC –time-tests -j1, then
./scripts/combine.py tests/llvm-test-suite/build/
External. This will combine results into External/out.csv.
(3) NGINX: Execute ./root/sbin/nginx, and in a separate window, /home/user/herqules/tests/wrk/wrk -t1 http:
//localhost:8080. This will print total request throughput.
To run HQ-CFI-RetPtr-Model instead of HQ-CFI-SfeStk-Model,
follow the customization instructions below, rebuild affected benchmarks, then follow the execution instructions above.
A.4.2 Simulation Experiments (sim-vm). Our pre-built experiments
are stored in the following locations:
• HQ-CFI-SfeStk-Sim SPEC: /home/user/herqules/tests/ll
vm-test-suite/build
• Baseline SPEC: /home/user/herqules/tests/llvm-testsuite/build_baseline
Copy the ./scripts/simulations/run_all.sh script to
each directory containing pre-built benchmarks, and modify the
script to provide paths to the ZSim binary and simulated processor
configuration file. Then, run each simulation using ./run_all.sh
arg1 arg2. arg1 is a name for the method (e.g., baseline, HQ-CFISfeStk-Sim), and arg2 is the number of experiments that will run
in parallel.

A.5

Evaluation and Expected Results

We have included a copy of our experiment data in data.xlsx.
A.5.1 Non-Simulator Experiments. Import each out.csv file (for
SPEC) or input the total number of requests (for NGINX) into the
‘Run #1’ column of their respective sheets, then clear the columns
for ‘Run #2’ and ‘Run #3’. For HQ-CFI-SfeStk-Model and HQ-CFIRetPtr-Model, modify the ‘model-ref’ sheet; for their baseline,
modify the ‘baseline-opt-ref’ sheet. Switch back to the ‘benchmarks’
sheet, and the corresponding column should be within ±5% of the
original value. Separately, for RIPE, directly compare with the ‘ripe’
sheet.
A.5.2 Simulator Experiments. Use the script located at ./script
s/simulations/parse_zsim_results.py and run ./parse_zsi
m_results.py arg1 arg2. arg1 is the path where the ZSim results
of baseline experiments are located, and arg2 is the path where HQCFI-SfeStk-Sim experiments are. After running the script, directly
compare with the ‘ss-simulator-train’ sheet.

A.6

Experiment Customization

To perform other experiments, e.g. for the FPGA, build a baseline and instrumented version of each benchmark. To enable return pointer instrumentation (HQ-CFI-RetPtr), change the default
value of RunCFIRetAddr in llvm/cfi-finalize.cpp and rebuild
the instrumentation pass. See scripts/envs.sh for full configuration flags and README.md for full setup instructions. Note that the
FPGA may require a physical machine, if PCIe passthrough to a
VM is not supported.
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A.7

Manual Installation

If not using our VMs, the below instructions will install HQ-CFI
and build our experiments.
(1) Clone https://github.com/secure-foundations/herqules.
(2) Download the pre-built binaries for Clang/LLVM, musl, and the
FPGA bitstream (if needed).
(3) For simulator experiments, follow https://github.com/ddcc/zsim
and set up ZSim.
(4) Edit ./scripts/setup.sh, and set OPAE=1 if performing FPGA
experiments. Run the script as root.
(5) Execute steps 1a and 2 under ‘Standard Runtimes’ in the
README.md file, to configure the baseline environment.
(6) Execute step 1a under ‘Compiler (Clang/LLVM)’ in the
README.md file, to configure our modified Clang/LLVM compiler toolchain.
(7) Execute step 3 under ‘LLVM Test Suite / SPEC Benchmarks’ in
the README.md file, to fix various benchmark compatibility and
memory safety bugs using our patches.
(8) For non-simulator experiments, edit ./scripts/build.sh,
and run it. Otherwise, for simulator experiments, edit ./scri
pts/build_simulator.sh, and run it.

A.8

Methodology

Submission, reviewing and badging methodology:
• https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-reviewbadging
• http://cTuning.org/ae/submission-20201122.html
• http://cTuning.org/ae/reviewing-20201122.html
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